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An action potential initiation mechanism in distal
axons for the control of dopamine release
Changliang Liu1*, Xintong Cai1, Andreas Ritzau-Jost2, Paul F. Kramer3, Yulong Li4, Zayd M. Khaliq3,
Stefan Hallermann2, Pascal S. Kaeser1*
Information flow in neurons proceeds by integrating inputs in dendrites, generating action potentials near the
soma, and releasing neurotransmitters from nerve terminals in the axon. We found that in the striatum,
acetylcholine-releasing neurons induce action potential firing in distal dopamine axons. Spontaneous activity of
cholinergic neurons produced dopamine release that extended beyond acetylcholine-signaling domains, and
traveling action potentials were readily recorded from dopamine axons in response to cholinergic activation.
In freely moving mice, dopamine and acetylcholine covaried with movement direction. Local inhibition of
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors impaired dopamine dynamics and affected movement. Our findings uncover
an endogenous mechanism for action potential initiation independent of somatodendritic integration and
establish that this mechanism segregates the control of dopamine signaling between axons and somata.

The striatal cholinergic system broadcasts
dopamine release

We expressed GRABDA2m [abbreviated as GRABDA,
a D2 receptor-based dopamine sensor (13); GRAB,
G protein–coupled receptor (GPCR) activation–
based] in midbrain dopamine neurons and
monitored fluorescence changes in acute striatal
slices (Fig. 1A). Restricting GRABDA expression
to dopamine axons provides a widespread
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sensor network in the striatum and facilitates
detection because the sensors are present in
the immediate vicinity of dopamine release
(Fig. 1B). Dopamine release was detected in
both dorsal and ventral striatum without any
stimulation, and this spontaneous release was
sensitive to DHbE, a blocker of b2-containing
nAChRs (Fig. 1, A to E; fig. S1A; and movie S1).
Release occurred stochastically and exhibited
all-or-none properties: Either an event covered
a large area, estimated to contain 3 million
to 15 million dopamine terminals (14), or no
release was detected (Fig. 1C and fig. S1C).
Because midbrain dopamine cell bodies are
absent in this striatal slice preparation, the
detected release is induced without involvement of dopamine neuron somata.
Using a corresponding strategy with GRABACh3.0
[abbreviated as GRABACh, an M3-receptor-based
ACh sensor (15)], we also detected spontaneous ACh release in both dorsal and ventral
striatum, which is consistent with previous
work on spontaneous ACh neuron activity (16).
ACh release was sensitive to the sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) and exhibited
an all-or-none pattern like that of dopamine
(Fig. 1, F and G; fig. S1, A to C; and movie S2).
The frequency of ACh release was approximately threefold higher than that of dopamine
release, suggesting that not all ACh triggers
dopamine release (Fig. 1, E and G). Although
less frequent, areas covered by dopamine release were approximately three times larger
compared with those of ACh (Fig. 1H). Adjusting event detection thresholds or enhancing
GRABACh expression by injecting the respective adeno-associated virus (AAV) directly into
the striatum slightly influenced the signals (fig.
S1, D to G), but dopamine release continued to
be less frequent and broader than ACh release.
Increasing slice thickness enhanced dopamine
release frequency, but blocking synaptic transmission only marginally influenced dopamine
and ACh release (fig. S2).
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ACh- and action potential–induced dopamine
secretion share release mechanisms

We next asked why dopamine release spreads
beyond the area of ACh release (Fig. 1, Q to S).
We first examined the organization of striatal
ACh terminals and dopamine axons using superresolution three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM). Although
synaptophysin-tdTomato–labeled ACh terminals were intermingled with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)–labeled dopamine axons, no
prominent association was detected (8, 21),
and their contact frequency was much lower
than the density of release sites in dopamine
axons (Fig. 2, A and B) (14).
Dopamine axons contain varicosities that
are filled with vesicles, but only a small fraction
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N

eurons receive input through dendrites
and send output through axons. Although
axonal function is regulated locally, it
is thought that distal axons are not
equipped with endogenous, physiological mechanisms for action potential induction. Midbrain dopamine neurons innervate
the striatum with extensively arborized axons
to regulate a wide variety of functions (1–4). Of
striatal neurons, 1 to 3% are tonically active
interneurons that release acetylcholine (ACh),
and their axons intertwine with those of dopamine neurons (5, 6). Dopamine axons express high levels of nicotinic ACh receptors
(nAChRs), and synchronous activation of these
receptors can drive dopamine release directly
(6–12). Hence, distal dopamine axons are under
local striatal control and can release dopamine
independent of activity ascending from their
midbrain somata. However, because the command for neurotransmitter release generally
originates from the soma, fundamental questions remain as to how nAChR activation is
translated into dopamine release and whether
this process represents a bona fide regulation
used by the dopamine system.

Cholinergic interneurons exhibit multiple
firing activities: They have spontaneous pacemaker activity and respond with pause-rebound
firing in vivo to a variety of sensory stimuli
(17–20). Because spontaneous cholinergic activity drives dopamine release stochastically
(Fig. 1, C and D), we speculated that pauserebound firing might induce time-locked dopamine release. We mimicked ACh pause-rebound
activity in striatal slices and found that it induces a robust dopamine transient during rebound firing (fig. S3).
We next evoked dopamine and ACh release
using electrical stimulation (Fig. 1, I to S). A
large proportion of electrically evoked dopamine release was driven by activation of nAChRs
(Fig. 1, I and J) (6, 10, 12, 14). Consistent with
the findings from spontaneous release, evoked
dopamine release covered an area three to
four times larger than that of evoked ACh
release, and nAChR blockade strongly reduced
its area (Fig. 1, K and O). Similar results were
obtained when ACh and dopamine release
were measured simultaneously [with GRABACh
and rGRABDA1h, abbreviated as rGRABDA, a
red-shifted dopamine sensor (13)], and the
release areas were positively correlated with
one another (Fig. 1, Q to S).
Dopamine release with nAChR activation
depressed more strongly during repetitive
stimulation than release evoked without it
(Fig. 1 I to L) (12, 14). This is thought to be a
result of rapid nAChR desensitization, but our
data indicate that it is most likely caused by
depression of ACh release after the first stimulus (Fig. 1, M to P). The depression of ACh
release was attenuated by blocking nAChRs
or D2 receptors, but not AMPA, N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA), or g-aminobutyric acid
type A (GABAA) receptors (Fig. 1P and fig. S4,
A to D), suggesting that it is due to feedback
inhibition mediated by dopamine. Blocking
nAChRs or D2 receptors also increased ACh
release in response to the first stimulus (Fig. 1,
M to O, and fig. S4, E to G), likely because ACh
release is tonically inhibited by dopamine (18).
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periments. We expressed the light-activated
cation channel channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2)
in dopamine axons and evoked dopamine
release with light (to specifically activate
dopamine axons) followed by electrical stimulation (to activate dopamine axons and
ACh neurons) (Fig. 2C). Electrical stimula-
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of the vesicles are releasable, and only a subset of the varicosities contains active release
sites to respond to action potentials (3, 14, 22).
Thus, one way for ACh neurons to boost dopamine release could be by recruiting additional vesicles and/or release sites. To test this
possibility, we performed cross-depletion ex-
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tion induces dopamine release with two phases
(fig. S5), and the second phase is entirely mediated by ACh (12, 14). Preceding light stimulation nearly abolished the second phase
(Fig. 2, D and E), indicating that vesicles and
release sites are shared between the two release modes.
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We started distinguishing between these
possibilities by characterizing the Ca2+ sources
for ACh-induced dopamine release. Double
removal of CaV2.1 (P/Q-type) and CaV2.2 (Ntype) channels in dopamine neurons similarly reduced ACh-induced release (the second
phase in response to electrical stimulation)
and action potential-induced release (by optogenetic activation of dopamine axons) (Fig. 2,
F to I, and fig. S5A). Removing CaV2.3 (R-type)
channels had no effect (fig. S5, B to D). Hence,
both release modes rely on these voltage-gated
Ca2+ channels to a similar extent, ruling out
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that nAChRs are the main source of Ca2+ influx.
Because CaV2.1 and CaV2.2 are high-voltage
activated and open efficiently at membrane
potentials higher than typical action potential thresholds (24, 25), generating ectopic
action potentials in dopamine axons is most
likely necessary for ACh to induce dopamine
release.
Striatal cholinergic activation induces action
potential firing in distal dopamine axons

To test whether ACh can induce dopamine
axon firing, we expressed ChR2 in dopamine
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In principle, ACh may trigger dopamine release in three ways. First, because nAChRs [including the a6- and a4-containing nAChRs on
dopamine axons (8)] are nonselective cation
channels (23), Ca2+ entry through them might
directly trigger dopamine vesicle fusion. Second, nAChR activation might depolarize the
dopamine axon membrane and activate lowvoltage–gated Ca2+ channels to induce dopamine
release. Last, nAChR activation on dopamine
axons might initiate ectopic action potentials
followed by opening of low- and high-voltage–
gated Ca2+ channels and release.
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of dopamine axons evoked robust dopamine
release and a triphasic field potential that
was abolished by TTX but insensitive to a
range of neurotransmitter receptor blockers
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(Fig. 3B and fig. S7A). This indicates that the
field potential represents dopamine axon population firing. Optogenetic activation of the
cholinergic system produced a similar triphasic
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Striatal ACh and dopamine covary with
movement direction

To investigate the functional relevance of AChinduced dopamine release, we expressed GRABDA
or GRABACh together with tdTomato in the
right dorsal striatum and monitored the dynamics of the corresponding transmitters by
using dual-color fiber photometry in mice exploring an open field arena (Fig. 4A and fig.
S8). Because striatal dopamine and ACh might
play important roles in movement initiation (27–31), we aligned GRABDA or GRABACh
signals to movement onset. We found that
both exhibited an increase on average, but
there was strong heterogeneity in individual responses (fig. S9).
In previous studies, movement was often restricted to specific directions and/or treated as
a scalar quantity (27–31). In our experiments,
Liu et al., Science 375, 1378–1385 (2022)

mice traveled freely in a large arena and constantly adjusted body posture and movement
direction. If only the amplitude of velocity
(speed) is considered, spatial information is
lost. Hence, we treated velocity as a twodimensional vector relative to the mouse’s
head orientation and registered photometry
signals to the corresponding velocity plotted
in polar coordinates (with angle q defined
as the direction of velocity) (Fig. 4B and fig.
S10, A and D). Striatal dopamine and ACh
levels were highly correlated with movement
direction (Fig. 4, C and E); both exhibited an
increase when the animal was turning to the
contralateral side or moving forward (q = 0°
to 120°) and a decrease when the animal was
turning to the ipsilateral side or backward (q =
180° to 300°). This pattern became more evident when the time series of velocity was
right-shifted (fig. S10, B and E), indicating
that the velocity peak precedes that of the
photometry signal.
When aligned to movement initiations with
selected directions, dopamine responses diverged. There was an increase at q = 0° to
120° and a decrease at q = 180° to 300°, and
dopamine transients peaked ~150 ms after
movement onset (Fig. 4, C and D, and fig. S10,
A to C). ACh levels also diverged when aligned
to movement onset with selected directions.
However, instead of a monotonic decrease,
ACh exhibited a decrease followed immediately by an increase for movement initiations
with q = 180° to 300° (Fig. 4, E and F). This was
also detected in the polar coordinates when
the velocity time course was right-shifted (fig.
S10, D to F).
Striatal ACh contributes to dopamine dynamics

Local inhibition of nAChRs by infusion of DHbE
through the optofluid canula slightly decreased
dopamine fluctuations (Fig. 4, G and H, and
fig. S11, A and B). Dopamine cell bodies and the
striatal cholinergic system both drive firing in
dopamine axons. The effect of nAChR blockade
may be limited because firing of dopamine cell
bodies might dominate the signal, and somatic
firing could also compensate for the loss of
dopamine release induced by blocking nAChRs.
The correlation between dopamine fluctuations and movement direction was largely
preserved after unilateral nAChR block with
DHbE (Fig. 4I and fig. S11C). However, unilateral
DHbE infusion caused a robust reduction in
both amplitude and frequency of movement
initiations with q = 0° to 120°, but only a slight
change in amplitude and no change in frequency of those with q = 180° to 300° (fig. S11,
D to G).
Dopamine neurons respond to salient sensory stimuli (4). We evoked dopamine release
by applying 200-ms flashes of light to the open
field arena at random intervals (Fig. 4J). Local
infusion of DHbE reduced the evoked GRABDA
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response (Fig. 4K). Artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (ACSF) infusion also caused a reduction,
likely owing to habituation of the mice to the
repeated stimuli, that was smaller than the
one induced by nAChR blockade (Fig. 4L and
fig. S11H). When dopamine and ACh were
monitored simultaneously with rGRAB DA
and GRABACh, respectively, light stimulation
evoked a triphasic ACh response, with the initial rise in ACh preceding that of dopamine
(Fig. 4M and fig. S11I).
Discussion

Neurotransmitter release from nerve terminals
is generally determined by action potentials
initiated at the axon initial segment near the
soma. Ectopic action potentials are less common, and their functional roles remain elusive
(32, 33). Here, we show that ACh induces firing
in distal dopamine axons as a physiological
mechanism to regulate dopamine signaling.
This explains how the striatal cholinergic system broadcasts dopamine release. Ectopic action potentials likely propagate through the
axonal network and trigger release along the
path. This firing mechanism also accounts for
the all-or-none pattern of spontaneous dopamine
release and answers why coincident activity in
multiple cholinergic neurons is necessary (6):
ACh has to quickly depolarize dopamine axons
to trigger action potentials before the opening of potassium channels and before ACh is
degraded by acetylcholinesterase.
Axonal transmitter secretion is generally
viewed to rely on the interplay between firing
from the soma (which recruits the entire axon)
and local regulation in single nerve terminals
(which locally tunes release). We found that
local ACh release not only triggers dopamine
release (6, 9–12) but hijacks the dopamine
axon network to expand signaling with high
temporal precision. The exceptionally high
levels of nAChRs on dopamine axons (7, 8)
might serve to initiate axonal firing. Because
presynaptic nAChRs enhance release in multiple types of neurons (34), this axonal firing
mechanism might be important beyond the
dopamine system.
Individual dopamine terminals are likely
indifferent as to where an action potential is
generated, and an immediate question is the
functional relevance of initiating action potentials in two distinct brain areas. We propose
that ACh-induced dopamine axon firing not
only represents a distinct input but also sculpts
a different dopamine signaling architecture
compared with somatic firing. Both phasic
somatic and axonal firing induction recruit
groups of dopamine axons. Striatal ACh triggers action potentials in neighboring axons
centered around the site of ACh release. By
contrast, phasic firing in the midbrain recruits
cell bodies that share excitatory input, and their
axons may or may not be intermingled in the
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response that was disrupted by DHbE or by
6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesion of dopamine axons (Fig. 3C and fig. S6C), demonstrating that it is evoked by nAChR activation and
originates from dopamine axons.
The shape of the DHbE-sensitive component of cholinergic activation was similar to
the TTX-sensitive component of dopamine
axon stimulation (Fig. 3, D and E, and fig. S7,
B and C), suggesting that ACh induces firing
in dopamine axons. The potential induced
through cholinergic activation lagged 5.1 ms
behind that of dopamine axon stimulation,
which is consistent with the timing of AChinduced dopamine release (Fig. 3, D to F)
(12, 14). Similar to evoked ACh release (fig.
S4, E to H), the field potential induced by
cholinergic activation exhibited a strong depression during repetitive stimulation that
was partially relieved by blocking D2 receptors
(fig. S7, D and E).
To investigate the firing of individual axons,
we performed direct recordings (26) from genetically labeled dopamine axons (Fig. 3, G
and H). Current injection reliably induced
large and brief action potentials (amplitude,
113 ± 2 mV; half-width, 0.64 ± 0.03 ms; n =
24 axons from nine mice) (Fig. 3I). Upon puffing of carbachol (an nAChR agonist) onto the
axon 20 to 40 mm away from the recording
site, 3 out of 14 axons exhibited action potential firing (Fig. 3J and fig. S7F). To test
whether action potentials can be induced
by endogenous ACh release, we expressed
ChR2 in cholinergic interneurons and performed perforated patch recordings from
dopamine axons (Fig. 3K). Optogenetic activation of ACh neurons could be tuned to
evoke action potentials in all five recorded
dopamine axons, and nAChR blockade abolished firing (Fig. 3, L and M). Action potential peak times matched precisely with those
of the potentials measured in the field recordings (Fig. 3, F and N).
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striatum by using an optofluid cannula. Head orientation was defined as the
direction from the center point between the ears to the snout. Instantaneous
velocity at time point t was calculated from the displacement of the snout from
t – 1 to t + 1 and plotted in polar coordinates with head orientation at t defined
as q = 0°. (C) Average GRABDA and tdTomato signals registered to their concurrent
velocities in polar coordinates; n = 10 mice. (D) Individual (heatmap) and
average GRABDA fluctuations aligned to movement initiation (dashed line) with
(top) q = 0° to 120° or (bottom) 180° to 300°. Heatmaps were sorted by peak
time; n = 342 events from 10 mice for q = 0° to 120°, n = 612 events from 10 mice
for q = 180° to 300°. (E and F) As in (C) and (D) but for GRABACh; n = 282 events
from 11 mice for q = 0° to 120°, n = 608 events from 11 mice for q = 180° to
300°. (G) Example trace and (H) quantification (standard deviation of DF/F0) of
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striatum (1, 35, 36). Hence, ACh-induced dopamine release might endow dopamine signaling with spatial control over striatal circuitry
that is distinct from release induced by activating midbrain somata. Our work further suggests
that information flow in dopamine neurons
between the midbrain and striatum might be
bidirectional. Axon→soma signaling could occur through action potential backpropagation
(37, 38) upon striatal cholinergic activity to regulate somatodendritic dopamine release, dendritic excitability, or other midbrain processes.
Roles for striatal dopamine and ACh are under intense investigation, and both excitation
and inhibition in the firing have been associated
with spontaneous movement (27, 28, 30, 31).
We demonstrate that striatal dopamine and
ACh not only correlate with movement initiation but also with its direction, potentially
explaining the heterogeneity of their responses
at movement onset. The findings that ACh and
dopamine covary with movement direction
and that ACh enhances dopamine dynamics
suggest that the two systems are coordinated
for their roles in motor control (27). These
findings fit well with classical observations
that unilateral lesions of dopamine or ACh
systems induce asymmetric behavior and support that dynamic transmitter balance between
hemispheres is important for adjusting body
posture (29, 39). Last, we observed that dopamine dynamics are regulated by nAChRs regardless of movement state, which indicates
that ACh-induced dopamine release likely has
additional physiological roles.

GRABDA fluorescence before and after DHbE (50 mM, 1 ml) delivered through the
optofluid canula; n = 10 mice. (I) Average GRABDA signals registered to concurrent
velocities before and after DHbE; n = 10 mice. (J) Schematic for measurements
of dopamine release induced by 200-ms light flashes in freely moving mice.
(K and L) Individual (heatmap) and average GRABDA fluctuations aligned to the
light flash (dashed line) before and after local infusion of (K) DHbE or (L) ACSF.
(K), n = 82 responses from 10 mice for baseline, n = 66 responses from 10 mice
for DHbE; (L) n = 83 responses from 10 mice for baseline, n = 72 responses
from 10 mice for ACSF. (M) Similar to (K) but for simultaneous assessment of
GRABACh and rGRABDA; n = 112 responses from four mice. Data are mean ± SEM;
***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05; Mann-Whitney rank-sum tests for areas under
the curve (0 to 400 ms) in (D), (F), (K), and (L). Wilcoxon signed-rank test for (H).
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Axon firing without signal integration
The standard model of information flow in the nervous system states that neurons receive input through their
dendrites and send output through their axons. Liu et al. used functional imaging, superresolution microscopy, axonal
whole-cell electrophysiology, amperometry, and in vivo photometry to identify a previously unknown form of action
potential initiation in dopaminergic axons in the striatum. Unlike the conventional form of action potential initiation
near the soma, followed by propagation along the axon to synaptic terminals, in this case, activity starts near the
synaptic terminals. Axonal action potentials are promoted by the activation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors on the
dopaminergic axons. —PRS
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